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ISSUE
ESSAY CONTEST WINNER
THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
America is the greatest country in the
world. With the accidental discovery of
the "Americas," the American Revolution, the Civil War, Industrial America
and first and second world wars, to a time
of peace and prosperity, America has
maintained a certain quality of life that is
exclusive to the American way.
"We commonly measure life by months
and years and we assume that life should
move along at a predetermined pace."'
Not only does length of life count but quality of life counts as well. It's the quality
of life that Americans have had that has
enabled America to progress full steam
ahead.
To be an American and live in a land
of milk and honey is to be a part of the
very distinct entity that America is. Although American "ethnic, religious, linguistic and political heritage is mixed," 2
nationality does exist in the form of a common commitment that shares values and
principles. One of the earliest commentators upon the American scene, Alexis
de To'aqueville, states, "Many, perhaps
most, Americans have believed from the
beginning not only that self-government

in liberty is a natural, a sacred right of
every individual, but that every man is the
best judge and guardian of his own interests." 1 We as Americans take pride in
knowing that our foundation is built upon
such principles as Life, Liberty and the
Pursuit of Happiness. For by these very
principles we are given the opportunity to
be all that we can be and to be the best at it.
Living in a Land of Milk and Honey
enables each person to get and achieve his
own goals, recognizing that although
we're a part of the great mass of people
which make America what she is today,
we are yet creative individuals giving back
to America that which she has given to
us. With every cherished freedom, opportunity and available resource we have, we
as Americans will continue to strengthen
the foundation of this great country.
1. You and Your Health, ol. I Shryock,
revised edition. Pacific Press Publishing
Association, 1970, 1979, p. 1.
2. The United States of America: A Concise Histor\, H.C. Allen, Frederick A.
Praeger, N.'Y., 1965, p. 325.
3. Ibid., p. 326.

CARIBBEAN RESEARCH CENTER
The Caribbean Research Center of
Medgar Evers College, of the City University of New York, in collaboration with
the College's Caribbean Students Association and the Haitian Students Association, will bring together organizations
from all national and linguistic components of the metropolitan New York Caribbean immigrant population on Saturday,
May 3, 1986, to interact on some of the
major issues and problem-areas confronting the community. The conference's feature address, on the theme "Historical and
Cultural Commonalities of the Caribbean
Community," will be delivered by the distinguished Pan Africanist scholar. Dr.
Howard Dotson, Chief of the Schomburgh
Center for Research in Black Culture.
Conference invitees, including representatives of Caribbean governments and
local elected officials, will be welcomed
by Dr. Jay CarrigntonChunn, II, President
of Medgar Evers College. The event,
scheduled from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM will
take place in the Medgar Evers College
Gymnasium at the 1150 Carroll Street.

Brooklyn Campus.
The conference is a follow-up to a convention of leading researchers and scholars in the field of Caribbean Immigration
hosted by the Center in November, 1985.
At that meeting the academicians identified broad problem-areas which merit
priority research at this time. On May 3.
community-based English-speaking. Haitian and Hispanic Organizations will attempt to determine, based on their day-today interaction with the Immigrant population, precisely which elements within
the broad problem-areas deserve the
Center's immediate research focus.
The Caribbean Reseach Center was setup at Medgar Evers College in September.
1985. It has a two-fold general mandate:
firstly, to conduct scholarly research into
Caribbean issues and problems; secondly,
to translate such research into continuing
education programs and training projects,
with a view to increasing the access of the
Caribbean population to economic, social
and cultural opportunities.

Financial
Unless Congress acts, nearly a million
students across the country will lose their
Pell Grants (basic financial aid grants) or
have them reduced. Dr. Joseph S. Murphy, Chancellor of The City of New York
warned today. Chairman of the National
Pell Grant Coalition. Chancellor Murphy
is one of about 50 college and university
presidents and chancellors who will meet
with House and Senate leadership and Appropriations and Budget Committee members on April 15 and 16 as part of the
American Council on Education's Lobby
Day.
As a result of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act and a shortfall in the Education
Department, Chancellor Murphy said.
"We are looking at a national 1986 cutback of $370 million in the Pell Grant
program, which could wipe out educational opportunity for vast numbers of
low-income students. At The City University of New York alone. 24,000 students
will lose part of their allocation and 2,300
will lose all of it. The result will be
thousands of people whose lives and
whose hopes will be permanently limited."
He added, "$370 million may sound
like a lot of money, yet it represents less
than we spent at the Pentagon between the
time the Joint Chiefs of Staff went to bed
last night and when they woke up this
morning."
He urged Congress to:
* Enact a $370 million supplemental appropriation for fiscal 1986 to assure that
benefits are maintained at the level Con-

gress mandated in December.
* Reject any budget for fiscal 1987 that
cuts Pell Grant benefits, and instead provide increases for the program to keep up
with rising college costs.
* Assure that students with Pell Grants
are not left at the mercy of periodic, indiscriminate cutbacks under the provisions
of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, either by repealing the law or exempting the Pell
Grant Program from its cutback provisions.
Under the Pell Grant Program, students
who demonstrate financial need are offered grants up to $2,100 or 607r of college attendance costs, whichever is lower.
Three-quarters of those receiving Pell
Grants have family incomes below
$15.000. Nearly half are self-supporting
and about one-third are minorities.
Chancellor Murphy added, "The Pell
Grant program is the kind of program that
should have been protected under GrammRudman-Hollings in the first place. It is
aimed at low-income people, it provides
an alternative to welfare dependency, and
it is a clear and necessary investment in
the nation's future."
The City University of New York, the
nation's leading public urban University,
is comprised of nine senior colleges, seven
community colleges, one technical college, a graduate school, a law school, a
medical school, and an affiliated school
of medicine. More than 180.000 students
are enrolled in academic programs offered
at campuses located throughout the five
boroughs of the Citv of New York.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

Operation Crossroads Africa is a private
non-profit, non-governmental organization that promotes work, travel and study
in Africa as a vehicle for cross-cultural
exchange and understanding. Since our
founding in 1958 by Dr. James H. Robinson, Crossroads has sent more than 5,400
volunteers to thirty four English-, French-,
and Portuguese-speaking African countries.
The Crossroads program is a six to
seven week program in the summer. By
day, volunteers work side by side with
local counterparts on community development, archaeological or health-related
projects. In the evening, they live in the
communities of the local workers and their
families or together as a group.
Except for the health-related projects,
there are no occupational or academic requirements for participation in the
program. Most of our volunteers have
'tended to be college or university students.
We have sought to send groups that reflect
the racial, social, and economic diversity
present in the United States. We would
appreciate it very much if you would run
the enclosed press release in your publication.
Your assistance will be greatly appreciated and would aid immeasurably. Please
feel free to contact me directly for further
information. (212) 242-8550.
Sincerely,

by Sonia Malane
There once was a couple named John
and Eleanore, who were married for a very
long time. John was loved very much by
his wife. Eleanor's main goal in life was
to keep her husband happy.
One morning while eating breakfast,
John mentioned his desire to have liver
for dinner. When John left for work,
Eleanor cleaned the kitchen, got dressed,
and went shopping for the liver.
Eleanore went to several butcher stores,
but everyone seemed to be out of liver.
My husband must have liver for dinner
tonight, thought Eleanor. She continued
her search for some liver. She glanced
across the street and happened to see a
morgue. All of a sudden she had an idea.
She entered the morgue, found a dead
body and proceeded to remove its liver.
John was very happy that evening as he
ate his dinner. Later that night as the
couple was sleeping, noises were heard
throughout the house. Someone was
moaning and groaning. The couple woke
up frightened, as someone entered the
room asking for his liver.
Moral: Stealing doesn't pay. Or—
Never take something that doesn't belong
to you.

Drew Smith

ADIOS
by Juanita R. Lopez
The time has come to say goodbye to
my beloved Bronx Community College.
I am very proud to have been one of the
contributors of articles for our newspaper,
The Communicator. More volunteers are
needed to work. Please come and see the
Editor-in-Chief, Ms. Daseta Gray, for
more information. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Ms. Daseta Gray and
Ms. Nora Flaherty for the outstanding job
they are doing with the small staff which
they have.
To my professors, I also bid "Adios,"
and thank them for the encouragement
they have all given to me. It has been my
pleasure to work with them and be challenged to do my best. In alphabetical
order, they are:
Dr. C. Auser
Dr. K. Berger
Dr. B. Bates (deceased)
Dr. Warren R. Betty
Prof. Costellb
Dr. B. Eisenberg
Prof. Geneva

Dr. J.S. Graham
Prof. H. Harris
Prof. J. Jupp
Prof. A. Kelerman
Dr. R. King
Prof. Pinto
Dr. H. Robbins

Shaumberger
I. Taylor
M. Van Utrect
M. Walsh

A very special thanks to my husband
for all the support, patience, and understanding he has given me.
To my very good friends and co-students, Alida Acevedo, Pauline Carter, and
Bea Tier. To Mr. Walter Osterbach (Nursing Library) and Kathleen Fontaine. To
all, thank you.

The Price For Life Iir The Twenty First Century
by Robert Cohen

Is our world filled with nuclear accidents?
The seriousness of radiation fallout has finally taken its
toll in the world. It is a world filled with nuclear accidents
over which mankind has no control. It is not fanatic to love
life. On the contrary, we have fanatic scientists who devise
machinery that wipes out an entire nation and causes
worldwide disaster. Let's rally around and support the fighters to ban nuclear reactor sites before it's too late.
The fallacy to intimidate the masses of people to support
the politicians, the diplomats and the scientists in going
along with these programs is proven to be unfruitful. In
effect, the nuclear accidents have led up to mass burial: (Po
Pis India—Pripyat Russia).
A popular consensus that most people have is that a nuclear nightmare is as grave as the bomb that was dropped
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For those who do not remember, this happened on August 9, 1945, when ten million
people were wiped away from the face of the earth.

THE WRITING CENTER

Associate Director
Africa Program

Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
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Almustafa, the chosen and beloved
teacher of men and children, was asked
to disclose his thoughts about many things
before leaving Orphalese to return to his
native isle. Quoting one example:
' 'Then said a teacher, speak to us about
teaching. And, he said: 'No man can reveal to you aught but that which already
lies half asleep in the dawning of your
knowledge.
" 'The teacher who walks in the
shadow of the temple, among his followers, gives not of his wisdom but rather of
his faith and his lovingness. If he is indeed
wise, he does not bid you enter the house
of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the
threshold of your own mind.
" 'The astronomer may speak to you
of his understanding of space, but he cannot give you his understanding. The musician may sing to you of the rhythm which
is in all space, but he cannot give you the
ear which arrests the rhythm, nor the voice
that echoes it. And, he who is versed in
the science of numbers can tell of the regions of weight and measure, but he cannot
conduct you thither. For the vision of one
man lends not its wings to another man.
" 'And, even as each one of you stands
alone in God's knowledge, so must each
one of you be alone in his knowledge of
God and his understanding of the
earth.' "'

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE BEGINNING
OF A PRIVATE TUTORIAL SERVICE

WE OFFER ASSISTANCE IN:
READING COMPREHENSION
ALL ENGLISH
WORLD AND AMERICAN HISTORY

SERVICE INCLUDES:
COMPOSITION FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS
RESEARCH AND TERM PAPERS
BASIC WRITING TECHNIQUES AND GRAMMAR
FOR INFORMATION AND, OR APPOINTMENTS

Call: R. SEYMOUR (212) 293-9114
1 P.M. to 6 P.M.

1. The Prophet, Kahlil Gibran, New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1972, p. 56.

JOB TRAINING
The Bronx Community College Tap
Center is offering free employment services at 1910 Arthur Avenue, the Bronx.
All U.S. citizens are eligible. The program
offers counseling and assessment, training
and academic upgrading referrals, and job
placement. Now is the time to get a good
job. Call the Bronx Community College
Tap Center at 731-5505, or come to 1910
Arthur Avenue. All services are free.

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLECT*
University Ave. & West 181 Street
10453
Phone: 367-7118
The Communicator; is published
once per month
Editor: Daseta Gray
Treasurer: Nora Flaherty
Secretary: Verona Clarke
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By Ishaq Mamduh

CAMPUS BEAT
May Spotlight
compiled by Nora Flaherty
Every month the Communicator will devote a column to spotlight some of the clubs
and organizations on campus. If you'd like us tq feature your club, please contact the
Communicator and submit an article highlighting your club's achievements or plans
for the semester. We are located in the Gould Student Center in room 306.

THE HUMAN SERVICES CLUB

Over the years Bronx Community College has had a number of success stories.
One in particular would be Ms. Sandra
Powell, whom I had the pleasure of meeting and t a l k i n g w i t h . One cannot help but
notice her mild aura which is displayed
somewhat naturally. A graduate of B.C.C.
in 1972 who went on to Lehmann College
for her B. A. degree, a career woman and
a single parent with two daughters who
are also in college.
This month we take a well deserved
look at a profession known as the secretary
and what type of person one must be to
take upon this authoritative position.
(From my own experience and knowledge
of a secretary, I must say that it was very
limited to the degree of viewing and from
a very narrow point of view.) However,
one learns very ,/asl.in (his day and lime
that the pace has "increased considerably
to the point of worth productively or job

performance and certain of not being chased around her desk by her boss. This is
a lot different from a soap opera, a pretty
face in the outer office always ready to
bring a cup of coffee to her boss. Some
parodies have long ago been forgotten or
have they? Anyway, being an assistant to
the President of this college carries a little
more responsibility than just a work day
or a job, because like anyone there is a
certain amount of self-gratification that
one obtains by doing a little more than
what is expected.
So this is how one is evaluated whether
in a leadership or corporate position.
Being persistent in one's endeavors has
its own rewards so one would have to
recognize this, and this is one of the things
that a professional knows. It should be
clear enough to the students of this college
that all' a scholar can do is direct you to
the door that you yourself must open.

Don't Get StuckGet Pinned
At The Next

Safer Sex Forum
When: Saturday, May 31st 9:30 am-7:00 pm
Where: Bronx Community College
West 181st Street and
University Avenue
What: This all-day event is an opportunity
for gay and bisexual men to meet
each other in an environment that is
social, fun, informative and confidential. Participants will learn about
safer sex by attending workshops,
seminars, small group discussions,
and a screening of GMHC's movie
Chance of a Lifetime.
To make a reservation call
the GMHC Hotline 212 • 807 • 6655

GMjC
Gay Men's Health Crisis
Box 274, 132 W. 24th St., NYC 10011
Sign interpreters for the hearing impaired
are available upon request. Please contact
the AIDS Prevention Program at GMHC
at least one week before the forum.
A free Community Service Event
co-sponsored by Gay Men's Health Crisis
and Bronx Community College, CUNY
In cooperation with Gay Men at Lehman College
and Hostos Community College, CUNY
Coordinated by the Department of Health and
Physical Education, Bronx Community College

The CBS film on "The Vanishing Family" Crisis in Black America. Afterwards
a panel discussion will be held relating to
the impact it has on our people.
The panel w i l l consist of elite educators
of Bronx Community College and invited
speakers.
All is welcomed. An event that should
not be missed.
The Human Services Club attended The
Mid-Atlantic Consortium Human Service
Convention which was held at Brookdale
Community College April 18. 19. 20 of
1986.
The main speaker was Dr. Lazarus, a
clinical psychologist of Rutgers University of New Jersey. He is the author of
ten textbooks, and over 130 articles in
various fields of psychology.

This was the first annual Human Services Convention. It was a very educational experience for The Human Service
Students of BCC. Keep in mind that next
year there w i l l be another opportunity to
attend MACHS' 87 Convention. All students are welcomed.
For further information contact Dr.
Reid Streiby. Deputy Coordinator of The
Human Services Curriculum.
Elections will be held for new officers
of The Human Services Club for next
semester of Fall 1986.
May 8. 1986 Thursday between club
hours 12-2 P.M. Loew Hall Room 404.
The Human Services Club all social science majors are welcomed to attend or run
for office. Refreshments will be served.
Also a meeting w i l l be held for planning
events for next semester.

SPRING TUNE-UP
Spring Tune-Up 1986. the Bronx Community College Health Fair, w i l l take
place on Thursday. May 8. from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in Alumni Gym, University Avenue and West 181 Street. The Bronx.
The Health Fair offers free testing for
children and adults for hearing, vision,
blood pressure. PAP. breast and testicle
examinatons. dental cleansing, foot examinations and many other health matters including blood tests for Sickle Cell
Anemia.
The New York Department of Health
will provide free immunizations for children as well as update immunizations for
adults. Please bring past records where
available.
Screening examinations, especially for
children, will cover hearing, vision, dental

problems, the foot, blood, lead poisoning,
spinal curvature, and more. All children
must be accompanied by an adult.
All tests are free to students and members of the community of all ages.
The Health Fair is coordinated by Dr.
Samuel Schwartz and Professor Ann Kelemen of the college's Department of Health
and Physical Education
Preventative education is an important
component of the event. City agencies will
offer presentations on drug rehabilitation,
smoking, pest control, alcoholism, mental
health, nutrition and many other areas.
A special feature of the Fair this year
is emphasis on auto, bicycle and pedestrian safety. The "Convincer." a device
to illustrate the importance of wearing auto
seat belts, will be demonstrated.

BSE
by Juanita R. Lopez

What is BSE?
BSE stands for Breast Self Examination.

cancers are discovered by women themselves.

Who Should Practice BSE?
Everyone should learn and practice BSE
starting in high school and continuing
thorughout their lives. Breast cancer also
occurs in men and, for this reason, they,
too, should practice breast self examination.

IN EARLY DETECTION, BREAST
CANCER IS CURABLE

When to Practice BSE?
Once a month for females.
Once a month for males.
Why Practice BSE?
To become familiar with the features of
your breasts in order to detect any changes
if they occur. Ninety percent of all breast

Warning Signals
1. A lump or mass
2. Nipple symptoms: Discharge, scaling,
change in the direction of nipple
3. Skin symptoms: Puckering or dimpling, redness, swelling, sores
4. Any change from the previous examination should be brought to the attention of
your doctor.
Be aware that a lump in the breast may
not be cancerous. In fact, 80% of breast
lumps are benign.
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A SMALL WORD CAUSES BIG PROBLEMS
by Charles Montgomery
(Kenya Nkrumah)
I once read that a white New York Supreme Court Judge was censured by the
State Commission on Judicial Conduct for
telling a defendant in a robbery case that
he "knows there is another nigger in the
woodpile." I recall another case where a
white sixth grade school teacher in Southern New Jersey told a student who was
break-dancing in class to ' 'stop that nigger
dancing in my classroom." I was astonished and outraged to learn of the impudence of these two whites in publicly
using this racist term in referring to a Black
person. To be a nigger in America is to
be literally nothing and these two whites
should have known better than to use this
term. But I had to ask myself: Why were
whites in this day and time suddenly becoming so quick to call a Black person a
nigger in public? Why were they becoming so "comfortable" with using the word
nigger in public? My answer to these questions came one day when I overheard a
friend who is Black in a conversation with
another use this term in referring to himself and other Blacks at least fifteen times.
I then remembered how common it was
to hear in the Black communities such
expressions as: "What's up my nigger,"
"What's happening my nigger," and
"That's my nigger." It then became clear
to me that it was our outrageously excessive use of the word nigger in public that
today has caused some whites and other
races to think that it can be used by them
as well.
I too was once an excessive user of this
despicable word. There was a time when
the only words that came out of my mouth
were "nigger" this and "nigger" that. I
never became fully conscious of the meaning of this word in a literal sense and relinquished using it until after I came to
prison and began reading numerous books

on the history and enslavement of Black
people. Never did it occur to me that I
was using a word that was created and
used by a race of people (who enslaved
and murdered our ancestors) to depict
Black people as ignorant and subhuman.
Never did it occur to me how naive and
fatuous I was being in using such an offensive term in referrence to my own race.
Today, as I reflect back on the many years
I did loosely use this word, I feel shame
and guilt for the lack of respect I was
showing for myself and Black people in
general.
Shocking as it may seem, some of us
as kids were even called nigger by our
parents. But we understood that when our
parents called us nigger it was generally
out of anger when we were being disobedient. And we know our parents never
meant it in the same light as the slave
masters meant towards our enslaved ancestors, or as some racists use towards us
today. But nonetheless, by calling us nigger our parents were giving us the same
impression that some of us are giving
white people and other races today, and
that is that it is all right to hurl this word
at a Black person in public.
It sickens me when I hear some Blacks
actually try to defend their use of the word
nigger. They will tell you quick that they
do not use it in a derogatory fashion when
used towards themselves and friends.
There is no doubt in my mind that when
Blacks use the word nigger towards each
other it is generally being used inoffensively. But that does not take the sting out
of the word, nor does it justify our using
it as loosely as we do in public. We cannot
give this word a "new" meaning. To racists it will always and only have one
meaning and that is its original meaning.
No matter what the word nigger may mean
to "us" when we use it, we will always
be mocked and looked upon as fools by

SGA President

justify that to the students. The referendum that you have to go through is: You
need at least 10% of the student body to
vote on it or sign a petition. If we have
6,000 students now, 10% of that is 600.
You have to get that large part of the
student population to vote. I feel that there
is no way I could have gotten my views
across; when I say my views, I mean the
students', because that is who I represent
and I have to use my judgment in whatever
I do to make sure that it represents the
students. If I had not run for re-election,
I was really afraid of what might have
happened because whoever took my place
might not have continued to bargain for
the same things I bargained for, which is
money for the daycare center (which I
don't oppose). Right now the students are
paying $7.00 total per semester for every
student, but they have a limited number
of children that they can accommodate.
So I said, "Well, if you need more money
for that, at least one thing you could say
is in the future we will be able to accommodate more children. Basically that is
why I ran again, to get things straight.
The term says one year, but the fight says
keep going on.
BROWN: What experiences did you
bring to the position and what is your
major?
MITCHELL: I'm a medical lab technology major. I don't think that student
participation should be based on experience because as a student, you have
to grow. You don't just come to school
to learn from books, such as math and
biology, but you come to learn about the
world, things that you are not going to
experience anywhere else except in the
classroom or in a student setting which
like I said, is a separate world, but is also

Donald Mitchell has been your student
Government President for two years now.
He's graduating in June with a grade point
average of 3.65 and believes that students
should not just be students but active
students for their own personal growth.
He's a prospective candidate in the Physician Assistant Program at City College
and is confidently awaiting their responses. I met with Donald Mitchell and
these are his responses:
BROWN: You have been President of
the Student Government Association for
2(two) years. However, it's my understanding that a president of any club should
serve a 1 (one) year term and you have
served two (2). What motivated you to
run for the presidency again?
MITCHELL: Anyone can serve for two
years. I guess you can try anything once
or twice if you like doing it. I really wasn't
going to run again because the student
body does not get involved. But if you
compare them with the country as a whole,
you would probably get the same representation and the same participation. Not
everybody votes, not everybody listens to
Mayor Koch or President Reagan, and as
a result, nobody knows what is going on.
So students are citizens and they are made
up of the same background. The reason
why I ran again was to keep the student
activity fees from being raised a year ago.
I talked with the people that President Roscoe Brown had appointed and I raised a
lot of questions. In effect, the student
tctivity fees remained the same—$35.00.
Mow they want to raise the student activity
tees to $50.00 and they should at least

those outside (and within) our race for
referring to ourselves and other Blacks as
niggers. We need to accept the fact that
this word is odious and highly insulting
to the intelligence of Blacks and STOP
using it in referring to each other.
We never hear whites calling themselves honkies, or Puerto Ricans calling
themselves spies, or Chinese calling themselves gooks, or Italians calling themselves wops, or Jews calling themselves
hymies. So why must we call ourselves
NIGGERS and then seek to justify it?
Think about that for a second. We seem
to be the only people on the face of this
earth who have succumbed to calling ourselves a name used centuries ago, and up
until this present time, to oppress and portray Black people as witless and inferior.
Our enslaved ancestors hated the word
nigger and taught their children to hate it
as well. If they knew how we have willfully taken this word and applied it to ourselves and other Blacks they would literally be turning over in their graves. We
need to teach our children to despise this
word and not use it as loosely as they do
in public. We need to stop using this word
in our children's presence and admonish
them when we hear them using it in ours.
If we fail to do this, we are guilty of perpetuating the pervasive existence of this
word from one generation to the next.
We are a beautiful, intelligent people.
But we will never be respected so long as
we continue to demean ourselves by constantly calling each other niggers. Like
Richard Pryor said, the only way some of
us will ever come to understand the offensiveness of this word is to be asked:
'' Would you call your mother a nigger?!!"
When I was attending public school I
was called a nigger by a white teacher.
But because I was so accustomed to hearing and using the word myself, I felt no
anger towards her. My attitude was simply

Donald Mitchell
an integrated part of society. I feel that
this is one area I would grow in, participating in student government. Now I can say
that I have experience from last year
because every year is a repetition of the
same thing. It has helped me and a lot of
other students grow in a leadership position and whatever positions you may find
yourself in later in life.
BROWN: Has this position helped you in
seeing the views of government differently?
MITCHELL: It does not matter what you
do in life. If it's the first time that you're
in school, you're going to see things very
differently. If it's the first time that you're
in a job, you're going to see things very
differently. Anything that you do for the
first time has to leave an impact whether
good or bad. So even in student government, it's not a personal satisfaction, it's
part personal, but I like to think that other
people aiso are being satisfied.
BROWN: How has the money that has
been allocated spent?
MITCHELL: For this year it has been estimated approximately $300,000 in

that she was another person using the word
nigger. When I was growing up in Harlem
I never heard a Black person tell another
Black person not to call him or her a nigger. This is not to imply that there was
no one in the Black communities who
found this word offensive, because there
certainly were. But they were largely outnumbered by those who constantly used
the word nigger in public and considered
it inoffensive. Had I heard someone express disdain over the use of this word,
then perhaps my curiosity would have
been aroused and my mind would have
begun to question the origin and true
meaning of this word. But because I did
not ever hear anyone condemn the use of
this word, and because I was not taught
not to use this word, I adjusted to calling
and being called nigger like any kid in the
neighborhood.
It's really pitiful how some Black entertainers (Millie Jackson and Eddie Murphy
to name a few) who, despite their cognizance of the historic origin and meaning
of the word nigger and how it was (and
still is) used by racists to degrade and
stereotype Black people as incompetent
and inferior, continue to use this word to
entertain their audiences. Surely these
"adults" have enough sense—if not intelligence—to perceive the negative influence their scandalous use of this word is
having on the Black population, particularly on our youth who idolize and look
upon them as role models. I personally
have a great deal of respect for comedian
Richard Pryor. While true it took many
years (after a trip to Africa) to finally open
.his eyes to the realization of how disrespectful he was being to himself and other
Blacks by constantly referring to .Blacks
as niggers, We nonetheless should commend him for finally having the sense and
courage to publicly renounce his use of
this word and for denouncing those Blacks
who continue to use this pejorative term.
student activity fees were collected. A
large part of it is allocated in various components. For example, child care, which
gets $7.00, breakage fees get $1.50 and
that includes for computer paper and
laboratory glassware breakage. For graduation which is called senior affairs, $2.00
is allocated, which means you do not have
to pay for caps and gowns, graduation
pictures and the college yearbook. Of
course, the various clubs get $600.00 each
year. The student senate gets $.85 out of
every dollar from the $35.00 student activity fees. The President of the SGA gets
$30,000 allocated to their budget. The
President of the College gets 20% of that
which is called unallocated funds, which
is called special purposes or college purposes.
BROWN: What specifically were your
duties?
MITCHELL: In the constitution it points
out that you are the spokesperson for the
Student Government, but when you come
down to it, you're probably the only one
who does the work. For to be President,
you need the cooperation of people and
to be able to sell your ideas or to incorporate everybody's ideas into what you
are trying to accomplish. You have a good
sense of balance especially when you're
dealing with people. If you want to be a
leader, you have to have people who are
willing to do what the strategy plan calls
for, and if they do not want to do it, then
you're not a leader but a doer. So
somebody has to be really in tuned to
whatever is around them in order to lead.
My advice to whoever is going to take
over the presidency, that you can't forget
those people that are with you and you
must keep them in focus and have them
in mind.
by Oneida Brown
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D-U-OA-T-I-ON
CUNY NEWS
MEDGAR EVERS' FUNDING
Dr. Joseph S. Murphy, Chancellor of
The City University of New York, expressed his disappointment today over the
New York State Senate's failure to pass
legislation that would have funded Medgar
Evers College as a senior college.
"We are deeply disappointed,"
Chancellor Murphy said, "and we intend
to pursue this change in Medgar Evers'
status at all the appropriate levels. We
were encouraged when Governor Cuomo
proposed changing Medgar Evers' status
from a community college to a senior college in his Executive Budget Request. The
Assembly passed legislation endorsing the
change but the Senate did not take it up.
We ask that it be addressed on a priority
basis when the Legislature returns. The
University stands ready to work with President Chunn to secure senior college
status this spring."
Medgar Evers College is a fully
accredited college located in central
Brooklyn and was founded as a four-year
senior college in 1969. During the budget
crisis in 1976, its status was changed to

that of a community college. However, it
has continued to offer four-year bachelor's
degrees, and over the past five years, 75
percent of its graduates have been
bachelor's degree recipients and its alumni
have gone on to success in numerous
fields. All of its baccalaureate programs
have been approved by the New York
State Board of Regents.
"Medgar Evers College merits the full
support of the State Senate as a matter of
educational policy, fiscal equity, and
social justice," Chancellor Murphy said.
"The excellent academic programs offered are vitally important to the residents
of Brooklyn and to the entire City."
The City University of New York, the
nation's leading public urban university,
is comprised of nine senior colleges, seven
community colleges, one technical college, a graduate school, a law school, a
medical school, and an affiliated school
of medicine. More than 180,000 students
are enrolled in academic programs offered
at campuses located throughout the five
boroughs of the City of New York.

FOUR-STEP PROGRAM
April 7, 1986—Dr. Joseph S. Murphy,
Chancellor of The City University of New
York, today proposed a four-step federal
program to make education for working
metr'arid.Wonfert JTvfabfd'"possibility.,"
Speaking' a't the Association of Urban
Universities' conference on "Higher Education and the working person," in Houston, Texas, Chancellor Murphy said, "It
is time for a coherent national policy that
meets working people's needs and draws
upon the education community's resources. It is time for the federal government, which has for five years turned its
back on colleges and on workers, to establish policies that help us help each other.''
Chancellor Murphy called on Congress
to:
• Open all federal financial aid programs
to part-time students as part of its overhaul
of the higher education bill.
Adult learners are part-time learners and
too many of them have been frozen out
of the assistance programs despite Congressional intention to the contrary, he
said.
• Revive the educational benefits provision of the tax code—Section 127—that
expired in December.
He pointed out that The City University
of New York currently offers a liberal arts
baccalaureate program under the auspices
of City College at the Center for Worker
Education in which about 500 students,
members of the Communications Workers, the Teamsters and other unions are
enrolled. The University also offers an Associate degree program with the Teamsters
at Borough of Manhattan Community College; an adult literacy program for 3,000
workers from the UAW, AFSCME, the
Teamsters, the Hotel Workers and the
Garment Workers, and even a master's
program in urban management in conjunction with the Teamstes local that represents city analysts.
The City University of New ork, the
nation's leading public urban university,
is comprised of nine senior colleges, seven
community colleges, one technical college, a graduate school, a law school, a
medical school, and an affiliated school
of medicine. More than 180,000 students

are enrolled in academic programs offered
at campuses located throughout the five
boroughs of the City of New York.
This, "mobility exemption," one of the
few special considerations that lower middle or lower income people had in the old
tax code, was the income exemption they
received for all employer-paid education
benefits, whether or not the training was
specifically related to the job.
• Revise the unemployment system regulations that many states impose to discourage people between jobs from getting anything other than job-skill related training.
Our policy should be to encourage
people who are out of work to develop
broader competencies and stronger bases
of social understanding, unless, of course,
we are afraid that they might figure out
what to do about the conditions that put
them on unemployment benefits to begin
with. Chancellor Murphy said.
• Approve a modest grant program for
innovative and replicable adult learner
programs for curriculum, planning, training and recruitment.
Right now we know intuitively that
some things work and some things don't,
that job-site programs work for some kinds
of workers and others ought to be integrated into regular classrooms, for instance,
he said, but there is far too little in the
way of a formal body of knowledge to
guide us. Something like this, that would
consume $3 million or less—what the Pentagon spends in about five minutes—could
make a major contribution, he added.
These Congressional initiatives would
just set the framework for action. Chancellor Murphy said, pointing out that the real
responsibility for educating workers belongs to educators and labor leaders.
Urban universities, he said, exist today
"primarily and perhaps exclusively as the
result of a protracted struggle toward
equity and opportunity," he said. "Our
purpose in being is, as it has always been,
not just to generate and disseminate
knowledge to the few within our classrooms, but to serve as a resource and a
potential avenue of advancement to the
vast population outside our doors."

PROGRAM IN TRANSPORTATION
Together with the creation last Fall of
a CUNY Institute for Transportation Systems at City College, a new Graduate
Program in Transportation has been
started this Spring. The first class of
students is currently taking courses in a
variety of topics, ranging from economics
to geometric design of highways, finance,
urban transportation planning and traffic
control. Students come from a variety of
backgrounds, so that engineers are mixed
with architects and mathematicians with
sociologists.
After completing 30 credits they will
be awarded a Master of Science or a
Master of Engineering, depending on their
undergraduate degree.
It is possible to specialize in one of
three areas under the program: Transportation Planning; Transportation Engineering; and Transportation Administration
and Management. The first option emphasizes the analysis of transportation problems and the design of solutions in the
context of urban areas and regions. The
second focuses more on design and operation of vehicular systems, while the third
addresses such functions as marketing,
financing and physical distribution.
In all cases the program is designed to
provide both practical training and a solid
academic exposure to transportation. For
example, it is possible to take a course
about urban public transportation, or learn
hew to forecast travel demand, explore
what the regulatory issues are in transport-

ation, to design highways, airports, rail
systems or passenger terminals.
Other topics in the curriculum include
transportation safety; transportation systems analysis and computer applications;
carrier administration; traffic control; and
others. An introductory survey course is
specifically designed for students without
prior exposure to the transportation field.
Some of the current students plan to
study for the Ph.D., which is granted by
the CUNY Graduate Center. Most
students in the program work, so that
courses are offered in the evening at
convenient midtown and downtown locations.
Because the graduate program is
articulated with the research activities of
the new CUNY Institute for Transportation Systems there are opportunities for
involvement in research. Financial
assistance may be available in some cases.
Upon completion of the program,
students should be prepared for employment in a variety of positions, such as
with consulting firms in the private sector,
governmental agencies, transit operators,
•freight carriers, airlines, and others.
Students with appropriate graduate credits
taken at other institutions may be eligible
for transfer credit.
Further information about the program
may be obtained by calling The CUNY
Institute For Transportation Systems at
City College (212) 690-8392.
This course will be offered in the Fall
'86 also.

GLOBAL VILLAGE
Global Village, the now famous video
laboratory and school attracting students
from literally all over the globe, has been
on the leading edge of the video revolution
since its inception more than fifteen years
ago. Having trained thousands of people
over the years in the increasingly complex
skills and techniques required to stay on
top of the explosion in video technology.
Global Village recently expanded its
course offerings by adding several new
courses to its already "state-of-the-art"
curriculum at least one of which is the
only one of its kind on the East Coast- the
new "Music Video Workshop".
Global's Full Summer '86 Schedule includes the Intensive and the Advanced Intensive Video Workshops, the Documentary Video Workshop, the Advanced Computer Editing Workshop, the Intensive
Workshop in Video Electronics: FCC
License, the Internship Program and the
Certificate of Completion Program.
Having gained an international reputation as the finest video production facility
anywhere. Global Village continues its
tradition of excellence by adhering to its
policy of providing its students with a faculty consisting only of master professionals (each with scores of award winning
productions to their credit). Global's truly
international student body — some 20%
come for all parts of the globe — include
the famous and the not-yet famous. Famous painters Larry Rivers and Bob Whit-

man have both taken workshops at Global
Village. Video artists who received their
initial education at Global Village include
Edin Valez, one of the top video artists
in the country whose work is collected by
major museums including both the Whitney and the Museum of Modern Art. and
Dara Birnbaum, an internationally known
video artist. The majority of Global Village's students, however, still come from
the communications industry and related
fields. Michael and Pam Hausman. to cite
one example, completed a video
documentary and were able to explore the
different demands of video tape production (as opposed to film) in workshops
they took at Global Village. Michael is
the Executive Producer of the Academy
Award winning movie "Amadeus" and
producer with his wife Pam. of "Places
in the Heart" and "Heartland".
Global Village continues at all times to
support the art/craft of video through sponsorship of festivals, artist-in-residency
programs and frequent screenings while
continuing to offer the kind of training
that launches video careers. Enrollment in
any Summer 1986 Global Village video
workshop is permitted only on the basis
of an individual interview. However, prior
video experience is not required for most
workshops. For information and an appointment for an interview call Global Village at (212) 966-7526, and ask for Jim
Reaven.
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Campus News
ANNOUNCING!
ENGLISH 61
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Angel Resto, Assistant to the Dean of
Academic Affairs at Bronx Community
College, has been selected as a 1986 Hispanic Leadership Fellow. He is one of 23
candidates selected from 17 states. The
Leadership Fellows Program identifies
those Hispanic faculty and administrative
positions in colleges and universities.
Through a series of training institutes, the
program offers the opportunity to expand
one's skill in management, communication, and decision-making, as well as to
develop a network of professional colleagues.
Resto served as a lecturer in the college's Modern Languages Department

since 1971 before joining the Office of
Academic Affairs in 1982. He earned an
Associate in Arts degree from Bronx Community College in 1966 and B.A. from
The City College. In 1975 he earned an
M.A. in Spanish at Teachers College, Columbia University, and is currently working on his doctoral dissertation.
As a Hispanic Leadership Fellow, Resto
attended the Training Institute at the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, and
the American Association for Higher Educational Conference in Washington, D.C.
This summer, he will participate in the
Training Institute at Princeton University.

SHAKESPEARE
Find out about it!
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CDC SCHOOL-AGE PROGRAM
The Bronx Community College Child Development Center's School Age Program
is now accepting children, ages 5-12 yrs. old, for Fall Registration.
The School-Age Program is located in Gould Student Center, Room 102. The Center
is open Monday-Thursday, 2-9p.m., and Saturdays, 8-4p.m.
There is a nominal fee based upon the number of hours the child attends the Center
per week.
Activities at the Center include: arts and crafts, dance, sports, cooking, puppetry,
clay and painting.
Interested parents may fill out the registration form below and bring it to the above
location or the Child Dev. Center at 2205 Sedgwick Ave., or to the Child Dev. Center
table in Philosophy Hall during the two weeks of early registration.
Child/ren name
Parents' name _
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CDC ANNUAL AWARDS BRUNCH
The Child Development Center of
Bronx Community College is celebrating
its Fifteenth Anniversary with a brunch at
11 a.m. on Friday, May 16.
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, renown educator
and Distinguished Professor of Psychology, Emeritus, of the City University of
New York, will receive the Golden Acorn
Award. Dr. Clark is a founder of the Northside Center for Child Development.
WNBC Newscaster Gloria Rojas will
also receive the Golden Acorn Award.
The Parent Achievement Award will be
presented to Ms. Fran Z. Lee, a 1975
graduate of Bronx Community College,

currently coordinator of College for Children at LaGuardia Community College.
Bronx Chamber of Commerce President
Dominic R. Massaro is honorary chairperson.
The Honorable Velmanette Montgomery, ranking minority member of the New
York State Senate, Child Care Committee,
will deliver the keynote address.
The celebration will take place in the
college's Community Hall, University
Avenue and West 181 Street. Tickets are
$25 (Students $12.50). For additional information, contact Dr. Louise Squitieri at
(212) 220-6276.
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BUILDING A BOROUGH

From May 2 to September 1, 1986, the
Bronx Museum of the Arts will present
Building a Borough: Architecture and
Planning in the Bronx, 1890-1940, a comprehensive survey of the major buildings,
characteristic building types, and important planning "events"—all of which contributed to defining the distinctive physical
character of the Bronx during a half century of phenomenal growth.
This timely presentation of over 100
vintage photographs, maps, architectural
drawings and renderings, with an accompanying explanatory text in English and
Spanish, is offered in celebration of Bronx
Week (May 2-9) and in observance of Architectural Heritage Year—a celebration
of 300 years of building in New York.
The exhibition was guest curated by Mr.
Timothy Rub, author, historian, researche, whose curatorial expertise includes the Frank Lloyd Wright and Manhattan Skyline exhibitions at the CooperSenseless
Hewitt Museum in New York. The exhibition at the Bronx Museum is made possible by the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the New York State Council
Senseless it would be for me not to touch of the Arts, and the Department of Cultural
you
Affairs of the City of New York through
knowing that you feel so soft, a treat
the cooperation of Bronx Borough PresiSenseless it would be for me, not to kiss dent Stanley Simon.
you
when obviously you taste so succulent, so
sweet.
The Flower That You Are
Senseless of me to ignore looking into
your eyes,
when seeing \s believing.
Senseless of me, not to acknowledge your GREAT roots-genie from amber
push up through thoughts to give . . .
wisdom
Life to new flower
when hearing you is not deceiving.
The perfume that you wear—the scent that Aberrant . . . you live . . .
I shut my lids and feel your eyes
you buy
the fragrant odors—I swear I smell them True paragon you are . . .
You've grown to mean so much to me
from here.
The flower . . . you are . . .
I'm sorry I've congested myself
My mind is like a water-bed vase
Please let me make sense of you.
A flower is my heart
You are planted in a space
by Nathaniel Cuffee
A very special part . . .
Essence of birth protruding
celestial . . . .seeming a far
Surrounded by primrose of velvet
The flower that . . . you are
You're prettier than the violet.
A Miss You Poem
Begonia, gardenia and rose.
Carnation, petunia and tulip
and those you would even suppose . . .
Cynosure,
so elating
Thoughts of yesterday,
Your
branches
touch my heart
memories to stay
Fragrance
.
.
.
enervating . . .
Why do I feel this way?
stems
.
.
.
constructing
art . . .
I guess it's cause I miss you . .
You germinate a poignant bud
Its shape is of a star
Dreamt of your secret smile
beauty . . . irrefragable
in the dream we kissed awhile
the flower that you are . . .
Why is time so like a mile
Zennia, dahlia and yarrow
I guess it's cause I miss you . .
Ornate your presence with grace
Water in my eye
twigs and twines with shrub and vine
feels I wanna cry
prolifically florid in lace . . .
No need to wonder why
Your petals so diversified
I guess it's cause I miss you
your leaves are black-lecru
mild nectar sets forth honey
What kind of life is this
No . . . not sweet as you . . .
no splendor for the bliss
you're
being is not that of flora
How come I can't resist?
Your
fibres
are humanely bland
I guess it's cause I miss you
your blossom. . . you bloom like the lilies
Though skies are pale and grey
I touch you . . . though not with my hand
I ' l l let my words convey
What verbally I cannot say
so gorgeous I swear it is the flower
I swear my love, I miss you . .
. . . the flower that you are.

The art teachers of District 10 will be
exhibiting their work at the Friends of
Bronx Community Art Gallery, from
April 22 through May 6, 1986.
The opening of the exhibition will be
on Tuesday, April 22, 1986, from 4:006:30PM. As was the case with their first
exhibition two years ago in our gallery,
the exhibition will be composed of drawings, watercolors, paintings, graphics and
sculpture.
The exhibition will be open for viewing
Mondays through Thursdays from ! 2
noon-4:OOPM. The gallery will be closed
on school holidays.

POETRY

by Nathaniel Cuffee
by Nathaniel Cuffee

Building a Borough provides a history
of just how the Bronx developed during
this time frame. Although the borough had
been developing steadily since 1850
(around which time it was first recognized
that the city would eventually expand
northward beyond the Harlem River), it
was not until the last decade of the
nineteenth century that the process began
to accelerate at an increasingly rapid rate
and threatened to alter radically the
character of the Bronx as it then existed.
Two statistics indicate just how rapid the
pace of that change would become: (1)
Between 1890 and 1940, the population
of the borough multiplied tenfold, from
150,000 to 1,500,000. (2) Approximately
90% of the buildings in the Bronx were
erected after the turn of the century.
A number of factors were responsible
for this transformation, the most significant of these being the implementation of
a comprehensive street plan for the entire
borough during the 1890s, the acquisition
of the Bronx parks (the largest such system
in the city), and the development of road
and rail services which offered residents
direct and easy access to the heart of the
metropolis. These structural changes set
the stage for the emergence of those institutions characteristic of a densely popu-

BEAUTY
CONTEST
SEARCH

lated urban area; row houses and apartment buildings, churches and colleges,
theaters and hospitals.
Among the many buildings included in
the exhibition will be the former campus
of New York University, designed by
McKim, Mead & White; the main buildings of the New York Zoological Society,
by Heins & Lafarge; Montefiore Medical
Center, by Arnold Brunner; Hillside
Homes, a model garden apartment complex designed by Clarence Stein, and
many of the Art Deco apartment buildings
erected in the West Bronx during the
1930s.
To complement the exhibition, the
Museum is planning a series of weekend
events to include lectures, conferences,
and films on the development of the
borough—past and present.
For details on special programming and
exhibition information call (212) 6816000.
The Bronx Museum of the Arts, located
at 1040 Grand Concourse and 165th
Street, is open to the public SaturdayThursday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Sunday,
11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Suggested admission
is $1.50 for adults, $1 for senior citizens
and students. Children under six admitted
free.

MR. NEW YORK

Headquarters for the exciting . . . new
Contestants wanted for Miss Big Apple . . . Mr. Male America Pageant has just
Teen and Little Miss Big Apple Beaut\ announced they are currently accepting
applications for the Mr. New York Male
Pageants.
The Miss Big Apple Company an- America Pageant.
No longer will the gentlemen need a
nounces the start of its 1986 search to find
Miss Big Apple Teen and Little Miss Big muscular physique to enter this event. He
will possess the indefinable characteristics
Apple.
The Pageant, which will be held in Au- of ... poise . . . personality . . . charm
gust 1986, is for girls in two age groups: . . . and of course . . . handsomeness!
Miss Big Apple Teen is for girls between Winners from all 50 states will compete
the ages of 14 and 19; and Little Miss Big in Jamaica in November of 1986. Win
Apple is for girls between 5 and 10 years cash, prizes, personal appearances and
of age.
more.
All interested men must be at least 18
Contestants must be single with no children and live, work, or attend school in years old. married, single, widower, or
New York. Long Island or Westchester. divorced. A resident of the state of New
Prizes include cash, crowns and York for at least 6 months. A high school
trophies. The Miss Apple Pageant pro- graduate or hold a Ph.D. and a U.S. citivides excellent exposure for girls in- zen. Please send a current snapshot of
terested in pursuing careers in the model- yourself, write a brief biography, and on
ing and entertainment fields.
a separate sheet tell us why you decided
For registratoin information call the to enter the Mr. New York Male America
Miss Big Apple Company at (718) 217- Pageant. Please enclose a stamped, self1358.
addressed envelope to receive your official
pageant entry form.
Send to:
FRANKLY SPEAKING....
Mr. New York Male America Pageant
c/o Lillian Lehman Productions Inc.
P.O. Box 1033
by phil frank
190 State Highway #18
East Brunswick. N.J.. 08816
Or call:
1-201-846-7273

CHRISTIAN CLUB
"ATTENTION ALL UNITS..
90LVED IT1 TYJEKTY T\A*>ACR366
\S COCONUT... T REPEAT- •
COCONUT11'

On May 8. in Tech II's Schwendler
Auditorium, at 12 noon, the club will be
featuring the Image of the Best. The movie
will primarily deal with: Believers' victory, trumpet judgement and spiritual blindness. Please come.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Tuesday, May 6, 9:00am-l :30pm—GSC—207
Tour visit form Samuel Gompers
Farewell luncheon—12 noon-2pm—GSC 308
Wednesday, May 7, 1 :OOpm-3 ;00pm—GSC—308
Commencement Steering Committee Meeting
Transfer Workshop #1 (for freshmen)—6:00pm-7:00pm
Thursday, May 8, 11:00am-l :00pm—GSC Lobby
York College Recruitment
Dean's List Convocation—12 noon-2:00pm—GSC 207-08
Local Community Development Planning Committee—7:30pm- 10:30pm—GSC 312
Organization Final Meeting of Academic Year—12:00 noon-2:00pm—Hospitality
Room
Friday, May 9, 8:OOam-4:OOpm—GSC 308, 208, & 312
Worker-Ownership Conference
Tuesday, May 13, 8:30am-12:30pm—GSC Playhouse, 308 & 208
Cara Training
Tuesday, May 13 & Thursday, May 15, 6:OOpm-9:OOpm—GSC 207-08
Athletic Award Dinner
Wednesday, May 14, 4:OOpm-5:OOpm—GSC 308
Transfer Workshop #2
College Panel & Discussion— 10:00am-l:00pm—GSC 208
Thursday, May 15, 9:00am-2:00pm—Hall of Fame Playhouse
Check Distribution
Friday, May 16, 1 :OOpm-2:00pm—GSC 312
Religious Discussion Group
Dean Kish Business Luncheon, 12 noon-2:00pm—GSC 308
NYC Board of Ed, 9:00am-3:00pm—Playhouse, 207-08
End of Semester Show & Dance—7:00pm-l:00am—GSC 207-08
Tuesday, May 20, 12 noon-2pm—GSC 208
UJA Luncheon
Thursday, May 22, 12 noon-2pm—GSC 208
Leadership Award Reception
Friday, May 23, 12 noon-2pm—GSC 207-08
Luncheon
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, May 27, 28 & 29, 9:OOam-6pm—GSC Lobby
Ring Sales
Senior Reception, 3:30pm-6:00pm—GSC 207-08

Christians In Fellowship
By Oneida Burgos Brown
Christians and many non-Christians
gathered together in Tech II's Schwendler
Auditorium to lift-up and magnify the
Lord; as many of us know, if we were
living in another country, we would not
be allowed to gather and practice our faith,
as many of us did on April 16th. Millions
of Christians in the Soviet Union and in
other communist countries are not allowed
to get together in fellowship and practice
their faith with other Christians. Instead
they are met with persecution and prosecution for their beliefs. I often wonder if we
were living under that rule, would we continue to boldly steadfast to Christianity;
or if by chance, the United States lost their
democracy, would we Christians be
steadfast? The Christian Club gathering
expressed their faith with the absence of
persecution. I just thank God for living in
a democratic country.
Hilda Rivera, a nursing major and also
one of the members of the Club, was the
MC. Her message that afternoon was that
"Nothing can separate us from the Love
of God." She read from the Bible,
Romans 8:31-39.
"For your sake we are in
danger of death at all
times; we are treated like
sheep that are going to
be slaughtered."
The verses she read reveal God's Love in
Christ Jesus. She said, "Sometimes as
Christians, it is not very easy to come
across the persecution that we're standing
on and sometimes we feel that we're too
weak, but he's on our side."
Rickey Nunez, a Music major and also
a club member, said "My main purpose
is to serve the Lord through music." He,
along with other club members, composed
a song entitled "Moments Like This."
The song is the anthem of the Club.
Keith Jenkins sang "The Lord is my
Shepherd." accompanied by Joe Estrella,
who played background guitar. The tone
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color in Jenkins voice was emotional with
a slight overtone of melancholy; he was
sensational and captivated the audience,
so they responded with praises such as
"Praise God" and "Yes Sir."
Monica
Clemente
and
Theresa
Blackwood, also members of the club
sang, "Come Magnify the Lord." and
"Nobody Can Do Me Like Jesus."
Finally the keynote speaker was introduced and he shared his message with his
audience.
Michael Rivera, one of the young
ministers from Love Assembly located at
183rd Street and Grand Concourse, quoted
Paul, "The Kingdom of God does not
exist in words but in power." (1 Cor.
4:20) Why did Pual say this?
Minister Rivera said that many Christians today say that they have power in
their lives; however, they only have it in
words not in their lifestyles. He gave us
a sketchy background of the Corinth
Church and what Paul meant. Miguel's
comment was: . . . "The old city Corinth
was destroyed and rebuilt by the Romans.
The city stood in a strategic position and
they controlled all the trade. Corinth was
the thriving center of commerce and a cosmopolitan Greek City, some liek New
York City, where Greeks, Latins, Asians,

I would like to say thanks to the gang for making each
issue a success.
Daseta Gray, Editor

From left: Nora Flaherty, Ishaa Mamduh,
Oneida Burgos Brown, Daseta Gray

Egyptians, and Jewish people rubbed
elbows. It was an obvious target for Paul
because Paul established a church in
Corinth. The Christian Church grew far
and wide. Corinth was a city with much
cultural advancement and it prided itself
endless. It was a city with much corruption, just like New York City. To live in
Corinth meant a licentious living . . .Paul
came to Corinth to see if the Church was
living the life, and Paul found out they
were not living the life. Paul corrected the
pride and the disunity of the church by
indicating ultimately that the test of the
Steward is not in his ability but in his
faithfulness . . . Being a good Steward
means being non-judgmental. The Corinthian Christians were judging the
stewardship of other Christians. Paul
added that neither they nor any other
stewards could judge another man's fidelity to God. Paul is not rejecting the importance of other men's ideas nor other
men's opinions, nor rejecting the place of
conscience, for even Paul said that his
conscience was not the final judge. Paul
was dealing with certain groups of people
that were passing judgement of those of
a weaker faith.
Who art thou that judgest
another man's servant? to his
own master he standeth or falleth
Yea, he shall be holden up; for
God is able to make him stand.
Romans 14:4. Within this church' there
were certain male leaders who received
gifts from God and were going around
boasting about who had the greater gift,
they were judging the stewardship of
others.
Knowledge is good and education is rewarding, but when they take the place of
God, then you're in trouble. We should
never let education exceed our relationship
with God . . . Solomon says in the Book
of Ecclesiates that the rich have everything
and the poor have nothing, but they both
have the same ending, death.
Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher,
vanity of vanities; all is vanity.
What profit hath a man of all his
labor which he taketh under the Sun?
(Ecc. 1:2,3)

Charles Williams
If any man could rely on secular education, it was Paul. Paul was born a Roman
citizen, at Tarsus in Cilicia, Saul who was
later named Paul, was a Jew of the Dispora
with an education which combined
Judaism with Hellenic culture. If anyone
had confidence and knowledge, it was
Paul. However, he said that it was nothing
compared to what he knew in Christ. Paul
had to teach the Corinthian Church not to
lift-up men out of their places. What they
were doing was glorifying themselves and
revealing their conceit. The Corinthians
had received all that they had from God,
and they had no right to boast about how
they obtained their position. Since the
Corinthian Church was exalting men
rather than God, they lacked power and
Paul was asserting that the Kingdom of
God was not just words but power as in
Luke 17:20,21
And when he was demanded of the
Pharisees, when the kingdom of
God should come, he answered them
and said. The kingdom of God cometh
with observation: neither shall
they say, Lo here: or, lo there!
for behold, the kingdom of God
is iwthin you.
Finally, Minister Revera said:
"The body of Christ needs to be restored back to God. The moral climate of
the church has not become that of the New
Testament but that of Hollywood."
David Rey, an accounting major and
president of the Christian Fellowship Ministry, as he likes it to be called, said "that
the main concern of the Club is to reach
out to people and win them to the Kingdom
of God, to let them realize that Jesus Christ
did walk the earth, died and arose."
"For God so loved the World, that
he gave his only begotten Son,
that whoever believes in Him
should not perish, but have
eternal life. John 3:16
David would like the students to know
that if ever there is a need or a problem
in your life and you have a need to talk
to someone or pray about it, come to Loew
Hall, Room 407.

